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All the World Praises You! offers something wonderful for every age...
beauty, biblical spirituality, delight in Earth’s environment!
...for children and parents

This sparkling illuminated
picture-book is inspired by the
beloved medieval Jewish book,
Perek Shira, (Chapter of Song).
Wonders of the natural world
exclaim biblical praises of God,
offering hours of warm delight
for children and parents, and
inspiration for all who love Hebrew and Torah, for Bar/Bat Mitzvahs, students and
adults seeking a fresh, non-denominational spirituality—a book to which adults
and children will return throughout life.
Graceful and dreamlike encounters with nature...recommended as a point of entry
to Jewish spirituality through environmental consciousness.
								
Jewish Book Council
From beginning Hebrew learners to Torah scholars, this stunning book will delight
all who explore its pages.
		
Association of Jewish Libraries Reviews
A visual feast… accessible to a wide range of ages, backgrounds, religious observance and Jewish identity. For a young learner through to an expert in Hebrew
language and text, the beautiful artwork is alive with energy and allegory.
Jonathan Cannon, Head of School, the Ramaz School

...for adults, young and older
Adults—of all ages, shapes and
sizes—find beauty and fascination in the
colorful illuminated paintings, and learning the
Hebrew alphabet. Flowing new translations
and easy transliterations make this modern
version of a medieval classic into a joy for all
3 inspired by the Hebrew Bible.

Het (Psalm 104:24)

waves like a beachball? This verse is included in the
original tenth century manuscripts o� Perek Shira.

The Beetle says:
How many are your deeds, O Lord!
You did them all with wisdom.
The earth swarms with your creatures.

Have you ever found a ladybug on your arm,
watched a butterﬂy emerging from a cocoon, or
been amazed at all the colors and shapes o� beetles
or worms? Just think o� how diﬀerent ﬁreﬂies and
cockroaches are—and they’re both beetles! I think
that the composer o� Psalm 104 was amazed at God’s
ability to make so many diﬀerent insects and other
small creatures to crawl or ﬂy around the land, even
ones so small or so common that we often barely
notice them.
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Tet (Hosea 14:6)
The Dew says:
I shall be like gentle dew to Israel.
It shall blossom like a lily,
And strike root like a cedar.
Have you ever touched the delicate dewdrops on the
grass in the morning? God promised to treat Israel
as softly and gently as the dew forms on the plants at
night, like the tenderness o� a parent toward a child.
That tenderness makes us as strong as the roots of
a tall cedar tree. A beautiful lily plant, covered in
morning dewdrops, opens its ﬂowers between the
roots o� a strong tree. That same tenderness brings
out the beauty that is within every child. The lily's
sweet scent attracts a honeybee—while a little dahlia
bud prepares to bloom at its side. This verse is
included in the original tenth century manuscripts of
Perek Shira.
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The Seas say:
With the roar o� rushing waters and mighty breakers
The Lord thunders on high.
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Kaf (Psalm 147:4)
The stars say:
He counts the number o� the stars
And gives them all names.

Can you count all the stars in the sky? One of
the ways that God tells us that God is bigger and
more powerful than any other being is by gently
challenging Abraham to count the number o� the
stars—he can’t! The poet tells us that only God
has clear enough vision to count and organize all
the lights that sparkle in our night sky, and only
God cares enough, like a shepherd for his sheep,
to give each o� them a name. The constellations of
stars in this painting were visible in the sky over
Washington, D.C. at the moment that Dalia was
born. The rainbow-colored border represents the
light spectrum, all the colors o� light—red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet—produced by
the chemistry inside the stars that we see in the sky.

...look, learn, and be amazed!

Yod (Psalm 93:3)

Please contact Debra Band for more information.
See the last page for ordering information

Cozy bedtime and anytime reading
for young children and the grownups in their lives. Little kids enjoy
finding the Hebrew letters and
spotting all the details in the paintings. Bigger kids learn and feel the
security and love within the beloved
biblical verses...and everyone has fun
finding the hidden honeybees and
dahlias!

Have you been near the beach during a storm?
Usually the calm water reﬂects the sky’s peaceful
blue and gray, but when the wind blows hard the
waves also toss and roar wildly. The Hebrew word
for wind is ruah. Since ruah is also the Hebrew
word for God’s spirit, the composer o� this psalm
may have imagined God’s voice roaring like the
ocean waves. Can you see the dahlia bouncing in the

Lamed (Psalm 92:3)
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Night says:
I proclaim your eternal love each dawn
And your faithfulness every night.
When you go to bed at night, do you feel your
parents’ love all around you? The night sky stretches
from sunset at right to sunrise at left, and we can
imagine God wrapped all around us. The sky shows
the moon in its phase the night Dalia was born, and,
as in the last painting, the constellations visible in
the sky. Besides the moon and constellations, the
painting shows a picture o� deep outer space based
on the same Hubble Space Telescope photograph
described in the Aleph painting, reminding us that
as we peer through the night we can almost see the
beginnings o� the amazing universe that God created
for us. This verse is included in the original tenth
century manuscripts o� Perek Shira.

Mem (Isaiah 35:1)
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The desert says: The arid desert shall be glad, the
desert smile and bloom like a rose.

Have you ever taken a walk in a desert? When
Dalia’s dad was growing up in San Diego, our family
took a day-hike in the California desert every spring.
The winter rains had just ended, the soil and plants
were refreshed, and the cactus bloomed wildly. All
the vibrant reds, oranges and yellows o� the ﬂowers
shone bright against the pale soil and deep blue sky.
After the winter rain, the desert really seemed to
smile! Living in hot and dry Israel, the composer
o� these words knew that rain is a precious blessing,
God’s special gift for us! This verse is included in the
original tenth century manuscripts o� Perek Shira.

Nun (Exodus 19:4)
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The eagle says: You have seen what I did to Egypt
But you I bore on eagles’ wings
And brought you to Me.

Every painting is full of meaning! At
the back of the book you will find
questions to open discussions for
parents and children. Online Diving
Deeper materials
augment (but do not
3
replace) the book, exploring the verses
and symbolism in the paintings.
These additional materials are geared
for elementary school age, Bar/Bat
Mitzvah age, and older readers.

Have you seen an eagle soaring through the sky?
When Moses saw the strong golden eagle that lives
in the Middle East spreading its wide wings over the
Red Sea and the desert, he was reminded of God’s
protection o� Israel as it escaped slavery. Can you
imagine how tiny the gigantic pyramid looks from
the eagle’s height? Can you see the tiny people on
the ground? How easily they could imagine that God
ﬂew overhead just like the powerful eagle!

Samekh (The Song o� Songs 1:9)

The Horse says: “Solomon writes:
‘My beloved,
I compare you to a mare
Among the stallions o� Pharoah’s chariots.’”

Have you ever seen a beautiful horse running
through a ﬁeld? When this strong Egyptian chariot
stallion sees a beautiful mare running free past his
stable, he jumps up with such excitement that he
might overturn his chariot! In ancient Israel, where
horses were very rare, we only knew these beautiful
and powerful animals as part o� strong foreign
armies, such as Egypt’s. Instead o� horses, we had
donkeys for riding and pulling our carts. The early
rabbis thought o� the beautiful love poetry in The
Song o� Songs as a love-song to God. Here they
thought that young King Solomon was actually
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Published September 5, 2016
Family-Adult
ISBN 978-0-9857996-4-9
$49.95 US ($59.95 CAN)
Hardbound, 8”x10”
257 pages full color
As Sabbath arrives on Friday
evening, Jewish tradition exults in
the completion of Creation. This
unique book features Band’s vibant
new illuminated paintings paired
with translations, and commentary
by leading scholars, treating the full
Friday evening liturgy and customs
at synagogue and the home table.
With imagery drawn from kabbalah, midrash, and modern science,
the book celebrates the spiritual glory of Creation and the wonder of the physical
world as we now see it through the lens of modern science. An inspirational source
for prayer, study and visual pleasure, this book is a glowing and unforgettable gift
throughout the entire year.
Debra Band’s new volume…is both visually breathtaking and conceptually very
ambitious…This is a book designed to encourage hiddur mitzvah, the amplification of the beauty of carrying out a mitzvah and the deepening of its meaning….
It should be invited, like the Sabbath queen, into our homes and Shabbat dinner
tables to enliven and deepen our appreciation of Shabbat.
				
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance ( JOFA)Journal
				

Beautiful! It is the beauty of unity—of bringing the heavens to our homes, of
synthesizing cosmology and kabbalah together...to open our souls to the Shabbat’s
inner beauty.
Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz, Congregation Kehillath Jeshurun, New York

Please contact Debra Band for more information.
See the last page for ordering information
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Enrich your clientele’s Sabbath experience in synagogue and at table!
...with brilliant art and learning that illuminates the
Shabbat rituals, prayers and traditions. The hardback
includes the full-sized paintings and commentaries on
both synagogue and home prayers. The smaller paperback “bencher,” Kabbalat Shabbat: the Grand Unification
at the Sabbath Table, designed to accompany the hardback, includes the home materials without commentary,
enabling all at the table to sing, share, enjoy and discuss
the art and poetry.

Accompanying “bencher”-style small paperback
ISBN 978-0-9857996-5-6
80 pages, 6” x 7.5”
Shrink-wrapped set of 4, $39.95 (CAN $53.95)
Accompanies the full book with a small, lightweight bencher-style paperback presenting the
illuminated pages of the full customs, blessings
and songs for the Sabbath table—without
commentaries and synagogue liturgy—for all
dinner guests to enjoy!

Kabbalat
Shabbat
The Grand Unification

At the Sabbath Table

Illuminations and
Introduction by

Debra Band

Translations by
Raymond P. Scheindlin
With the Birkat HaMazon
Translation from
the Koren Sacks Siddur

Your customers’ spirits will be refreshed
Literary Commentary
The practice o� lighting lamps or candles at the
beginning o� the Sabbath has its origin in the nearly
universal practice o� marking festive occasions by
illumination. At a time when people would go to bed
at nightfall and when only the well-oﬀ could aﬀord
the expenditure o� oil that would permit them to stay
up later, the rabbis enjoined all Jews to light lamps at
the onset o� the Sabbath and festivals. This practice
is not mentioned in the Bible; but the rabbis decreed
that, on lighting the lamps, a benediction be recited
declaring it a divine command, under the general principle that the ancient rabbis’ decisions and decrees
were divinely authorized. (The same reasoning applies to the benediction o� the Hanukka lamps.) When the
Sabbath coincides with a festival, the benediction is expanded accordingly, and an additional benediction is
recited, thanking God for enabling us to live to see this day. In most places, wax candles long ago replaced
the oil lamps o� antiquity.
Note on chanting: The festival and the festive Shabbat variations on candle-lighting are included in the section
“Additions for Special Sabbaths.”

Commentary on the Illuminations

W

hile Shabbat candle-lighting began simply to illuminate the Shabbat table so that the
family could enjoy their festive meal together, the light from the candles has come
to express values far beyond simple pragmatism. In the illuminations, I express the
exchange o� prayer and light between the heavens above and the human world below,
as we begin Shabbat by illuminating our tables.

The author o� the seventeenth-century mystical tract Hemdat yamim suggests that the light from the
Shabbat candles adds to the neshama yetera, the additional soul that ﬂowers within the soul o� every Jew
during Shabbat. Because the neshama yetera descends from the feminine Shekhinah, the woman o� the house
enjoys the privilege o� lighting the candles. She thus reenacts the uniﬁcation o� the human and divine
spheres, o� the sefirot themselves. The pleasure o� the candlelight extends to all who celebrate Shabbat
within it; the author o� Hemdat yamim compares the candlelight that reaches toward heaven to Jacob’s
Ladder (Gen. 28:12), suggesting that the light gladdens and blesses the hearts o� those it illuminates.23

by the depth and glory of the Sabbath eve prayers,
blessings, songs and traditions
embedded in the illuminations! Gaze at, meditate
on the vibrant paintings, learn from the commentary materials by the leading scholars that
complement Band’s vivid illuminations and their
commentaries, including
Raymond P. Scheindlin,
Arthur Green, and
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks

Celebrate Shabbat with a new hiddur mitzvah
with Kabbalat Shabbat: the Grand Unification!
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Published November 1, 2012
Family-Adult
ISBN 978-0-9857996-0-1
$39.95 US ($47.95 CAN)
Hardbound, 8”x10”
208 pages full color
A superb source for study and
sheer enjoyment, an unforgettable
gift for the student or Bat-Mitzvah...or just the reader’s own joy!
The shimmering illuminated
paintings in Arise! Arise! present
three biblical stories of women
who stood up at crucial moments
to preserve the young nation of
Israel and shape its character. Interpreting the tales with imagery
drawn from Jewish lore, academic bible studies, archeology and science, Band offers
a vibrant visual midrash of these three women’s tales from the Bible, along with
clear explanations of the symbolism and meaning of each tale. Literary commentary by renowned scholar of Hebrew literature, Arnold Band, enables readers to
fully enjoy the skill of the biblical authors.
This luminously illustrated volume… is clearly a labor of love on every level…as
feminists we appreciate Band’s choice of texts—three genuine biblical heroines
about whom there is much to say. But most of all we appreciate the variety and
originality of her artistic styles. This is a volume to put on your coffee table and to
bring to synagogue…
		
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance ( JOFA)Journal
				

With Arise! Arise!, her third visual and literary commentary on the Bible, Debra
Band is firmly established as a scholar and artist who can enlighten and delight.
							
Hadassah Magazine
The artwork is beautiful and the description of Debra Band’s process and
inspiration is fascinating. Highly recommended.
					
Association of Jewish Libraries Reviews
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Your clientele will be inspired by the biblical tales of heroic women leaders!
...experience the emotions
of these women who shaped the young
nation of Israel. Whether Deborah, who
led her multi-tribal army to victory over
its oppressor, Ruth, the immigrant
widow whose courage and love led her
to mother the Davidic kings, or
Hannah, who in desperation to give
birth invented silent prayer and was
rewarded by giving birth to the great
prophet, Samuel—these are the actual
stories of Israel’s genuine
wonder-women!
...look, learn, and love!

In this collaboration
between Debra Band
and her father-in-law,
the legendary scholar of
Hebrew literature,
Arnold J. Band, in
memory of her late first
husband, David, essays
presented before each
tale’s series of paintings
explain the religious,
historical and literary
value of the biblical
story. Commentary notes on every painting follow the three tales, and explain the
literary qualities and symbolism within the imagery.

Please contact Debra Band for more information.
See the last page for ordering information
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Ordering Information

Debra Band draws upon her love of both the manuscript
arts and Jewish texts and tradition in her Hebrew/
English illuminated manuscripts. Debra’s work is
collected and exhibited across the world. She has lived
throughout the United States and Canada, and resides
in the Washington, D.C. area with her husband, Michael
Diamond, and menagerie. More information about her
work may be found at www.dbandart.com. Her books to
date, each a collaboration with celebrated scholars,
include:
The Song of Songs: The Honeybee in the Garden ( Jewish Publication
Society, 2005)
I Will Wake the Dawn: Illuminated Psalms ( Jewish Publication
Society, 2007)
Arise! Arise! Deborah, Ruth and Hannah (Honeybee in the Garden,
2012)
Kabbalat Shabbat: the Grand Unification (Honeybee in the Garden,
2016), and

Please click here to download the fillable PDF order form, or visit
http://dbandart.com/books/vendors/ to find it.
Please complete and e-mail this order form to dband@dbandart.com. Debra Band
will send you a Square invoice for payment for books and shipping costs by
credit card. If you have ordered these books from IPG with different terms please
e-mail evidence of your terms to dband@dbandart.com or fax to (301)765-6248.
Orders will be shipped promptly. Returns are accepted for refund only for books
with intact shrink-wrap. Contact Debra Band at dband@dbandart.com in case of
rare defective copies. For telephone queries, please call (301)765-6248.

All the World Praises You! an illuminated Aleph-Bet book (Honeybee in
the Garden, 2018)
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